Mondeo heated seat wiring diagram

The vehicle is equipped with either manually adjusted seats, bidirectional power height adjusted
seats or full eight-way power adjusted seats for both driver and passenger. Vehicles equipped
with the full eight-way power seat functionality are controlled by a single multifunction switch.
In each power seat the switch is mounted onto the seat base panel within easy reach of the
occupant. Seats with power height adjustment retain manual adjustment controls to attain seat
adjustment. The bidirectional switch controls the operation of a single motor which depending
on switch operation will either raise or lower the seat height through a series of mechanical
linkages. Seats with full eight-way adjustment are able to adjust the seat position through any
one of four different motors. Each seat function is controlled by a single multifunction switch,
which in turn controls the operation of the bidirectional motor of the selected adjustment
feature to achieve:. The driver seat with full eight-way power adjusted seats may have an option
of driver seat memory. This option has an eight-way memory seat switch, additional memory
motors and a memory module. Heated rear seats are controlled by switches mounted onto the
floor console rear panel. The heated backrest and cushion are controlled by a module located
with the cushion heater mat. Pinpoint Tests. Visually inspect for obvious signs of mechanical or
electrical damage. If an obvious cause for an observed or reported concern is found, correct the
cause if possible before proceeding to the next step. If the cause is not visually evident, verify
the symptom and refer to the Symptom Chart. TEST the system for normal operation. Measure
the voltage between the power seat horizontal motor pin 1, harness side and ground. Measure
the voltage between the power seat horizontal memory motor pin 1, harness side and ground.
Measure the voltage between the power seat horizontal motor pin 2, harness side and ground.
Measure the voltage between the power seat horizontal memory motor pin 2, harness side and
ground. If the front seat front height motor is inoperative - GO to C2. If the front seat rear height
motor is inoperative - GO to C6. Measure the voltage between the power seat switch pin 9,
harness side and ground. Measure the voltage between the power seat memory switch pin 9,
harness side and ground. Measure the voltage between the power seat switch pin 10, harness
side and ground. Measure the voltage between the power seat memory switch pin 10, harness
side and ground. Measure the voltage between the power seat switch pin 7, harness side and
ground. Measure the voltage between the power seat memory switch pin 7, harness side and
ground. Measure the voltage between the power seat switch pin 8, harness side and ground.
Measure the voltage between the power seat memory switch pin 8, harness side and ground.
Measure the voltage between the power seat switch pin 1, harness side and ground. Measure
the voltage between the power seat memory switch pin 1, harness side and ground. Measure
the voltage between the power seat switch pin 6, harness side and ground. Measure the voltage
between the power seat memory switch pin 6, harness side and ground. Measure the resistance
between the driver heated seat backrest pin 1 and pin 2, component side. Measure the voltage
between the inoperative seat heater module electrical connector pin 1, GN , harness side and
ground. Measure the voltage between the inoperative climate controlled seat control module pin
9, GN , harness side and ground. Measure the resistance between the front seat cushion fan pin
2, BK , harness side and ground. Measure the voltage between the front seat cushion fan pin 1,
RD , harness side and ground. Measure the resistance between the front seat backrest fan pin 2,
BK , harness side and ground. Measure the resistance between the climate controlled seat
control module pin 6, RD , harness side and the front seat cushion fans pin 1, RD , harness side.
Seating - Seats. Principals of Operation The vehicle is equipped with either manually adjusted
seats, bidirectional power height adjusted seats or full eight-way power adjusted seats for both
driver and passenger. Each seat function is controlled by a single multifunction switch, which in
turn controls the operation of the bidirectional motor of the selected adjustment feature to
achieve: Vertical adjustment of the front of the seat cushion; Vertical adjustment of the rear of
the seat cushion; Horizontal seat movement along the seat track through a mechanical worm
drive; Seat backrest position adjustment of the backrest rake angle. Inspection and Verification
Verify the customer concern. Obstruction of ventilated seat air intake. Fuse s. Wiring harness.
Electrical connector s. Motor s. Switch es. NOTE: Use a digital multimeter for all electrical
measurements. NOTE: Carry out the measurements on the inoperative seat. Is the voltage
greater than 10 volts? Yes GO to A3. Yes GO to A4. Is the resistance less than 5 ohms? Yes GO
to B3. Yes GO to B4. Do both seat height motors operate? No If the front seat front height motor
is inoperative - GO to C2. Yes GO to C4. Yes GO to C5. Yes GO to C8. Yes GO to C9. Yes GO to
D3. Yes GO to D4. Does the heated seat switch LEDs illuminate? Yes GO to E2. No GO to E4.
Yes GO to E3. No GO to E6. Yes GO to E5. Are the voltages greater than 10 volts? Yes GO to E7.
Yes GO to E8. Is the resistance s less than 5 ohms? Yes GO to F2. Yes GO to F3. Yes GO to F4.
Are the resistances less than 5 ohms? Yes GO to F5. Yes GO to F6. Right-hand side heated seat
module pin 1, harness side and ground. Yes GO to F7. Do the climate controlled seat switch
LEDs illuminate? Yes GO to G2. No GO to G4. Yes GO to G3. No GO to G6. Yes GO to G5. Yes

GO to G7. Yes GO to G8. Do the climate controlled seat heater mats operate correctly? Yes GO
to H2. No GO to H3. Does the climate seat fans operate correctly? No GO to H8. Yes GO to H4.
Yes GO to H5. Yes GO to H6. Yes GO to H7. Does the climate controlled front seat backrest fans
operate correctly? Yes GO to H9. No GO to H Yes GO to H Is the voltage greater than 6 volts?
Yes GO to I2. Yes GO to I3. Yes GO to I4. The vehicle is equipped with either manually adjusted
seats, bidirectional power height adjusted seats or full eight-way power adjusted seats for both
driver and passenger. Vehicles equipped with the full eight-way power seat functionality are
controlled by a single multifunction switch. In each power seat the switch is mounted onto the
seat base panel within easy reach of the occupant. Seats with power height adjustment retain
manual adjustment controls to attain seat adjustment. The bidirectional switch controls the
operation of a single motor which depending on switch operation will either raise or lower the
seat height through a series of mechanical linkages. Seats with full eight-way adjustment are
able to adjust the seat position through any one of four different motors. Each seat function is
controlled by a single multifunction switch, which in turn controls the operation of the
bidirectional motor of the selected adjustment feature to achieve:. The driver seat with full
eight-way power adjusted seats may have an option of driver seat memory. This option has an
eight-way memory seat switch, additional memory motors and a memory module. Heated rear
seats are controlled by switches mounted onto the floor console rear panel. The heated
backrest and cushion are controlled by a module located with the cushion heater mat. Pinpoint
Tests. Visually inspect for obvious signs of mechanical or electrical damage. If an obvious
cause for an observed or reported concern is found, correct the cause if possible before
proceeding to the next step. If the cause is not visually evident, verify the symptom and refer to
the Symptom Chart. TEST the system for normal operation. Measure the voltage between the
power seat horizontal motor pin 1, harness side and ground. Measure the voltage between the
power seat horizontal memory motor pin 1, harness side and ground. Measure the voltage
between the power seat horizontal motor pin 2, harness side and ground. Measure the voltage
between the power seat horizontal memory motor pin 2, harness side and ground. If the front
seat front height motor is inoperative - GO to C2. If the front seat rear height motor is
inoperative - GO to C6. Measure the voltage between the power seat switch pin 9, harness side
and ground. Measure the voltage between the power seat memory switch pin 9, harness side
and ground. Measure the voltage between the power seat switch pin 10, harness side and
ground. Measure the voltage between the power seat memory switch pin 10, harness side and
ground. Measure the voltage between the power seat switch pin 7, harness side and ground.
Measure the voltage between the power seat memory switch pin 7, harness side and ground.
Measure the voltage between the power seat switch pin 8, harness side and ground. Measure
the voltage between the power seat memory switch pin 8, harness side and ground. Measure
the voltage between the power seat switch pin 1, harness side and ground. Measure the voltage
between the power seat memory switch pin 1, harness side and ground. Measure the voltage
between the power seat switch pin 6, harness side and ground. Measure the voltage between
the power seat memory switch pin 6, harness side and ground. Measure the resistance between
the driver heated seat backrest pin 1 and pin 2, component side. Measure the voltage between
the inoperative seat heater module electrical connector pin 1, GN , harness side and ground.
Measure the voltage between the inoperative climate controlled seat control module pin 9, GN ,
harness side and ground. Measure the resistance between the front seat cushion fan pin 2, BK ,
harness side and ground. Measure the voltage between the front seat cushion fan pin 1, RD ,
harness side and ground. Measure the resistance between the front seat backrest fan pin 2, BK ,
harness side and ground. Measure the resistance between the climate controlled seat control
module pin 6, RD , harness side and the front seat cushion fans pin 1, RD , harness side.
Seating - Seats. Principals of Operation The vehicle is equipped with either manually adjusted
seats, bidirectional power height adjusted seats or full eight-way power adjusted seats for both
driver and passenger. Each seat function is controlled by a single multifunction switch, which in
turn controls the operation of the bidirectional motor of the selected adjustment feature to
achieve: Vertical adjustment of the front of the seat cushion; Vertical adjustment of the rear of
the seat cushion; Horizontal seat movement along the seat track through a mechanical worm
drive; Seat backrest position adjustment of the backrest rake angle. Inspection and Verification
Verify the customer concern. Obstruction of ventilated seat air intake. Fuse s. Wiring harness.
Electrical connector s. Motor s. Switch es. NOTE: Use a digital multimeter for all electrical
measurements. NOTE: Carry out the measurements on the inoperative seat. Is the voltage
greater than 10 volts? Yes GO to A3. Yes GO to A4. Is the resistance less than 5 ohms? Yes GO
to B3. Yes GO to B4. Do both seat height motors operate? No If the front seat front height motor
is inoperative - GO to C2. Yes GO to C4. Yes GO to C5. Yes GO to C8. Yes GO to C9. Yes GO to
D3. Yes GO to D4. Does the heated seat switch LEDs illuminate? Yes GO to E2. No GO to E4.

Yes GO to E3. No GO to E6. Yes GO to E5. Are the voltages greater than 10 volts? Yes GO to E7.
Yes GO to E8. Is the resistance s less than 5 ohms? Yes GO to F2. Yes GO to F3. Yes GO to F4.
Are the resistances less than 5 ohms? Yes GO to F5. Yes GO to F6. Right-hand side heated seat
module pin 1, harness side and ground. Yes GO to F7. Do the climate controlled seat switch
LEDs illuminate? Yes GO to G2. No GO to G4. Yes GO to G3. No GO to G6. Yes GO to G5. Yes
GO to G7. Yes GO to G8. Do the climate controlled seat heater mats operate correctly? Yes GO
to H2. No GO to H3. Does the climate seat fans operate correctly? No GO to H8. Yes GO to H4.
Yes GO to H5. Yes GO to H6. Yes GO to H7. Does the climate controlled front seat backrest fans
operate correctly? Yes GO to H9. No GO to H Yes GO to H Is the voltage greater than 6 volts?
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February 24, , am. Thank You -Given: 69 -Receive: 80 Posts: Heated Seats RetroFit Using
Kufatec Wiring Loom The instructions provided by kufatec are translated from German and are
not too good, so hopefully this guide will help. It is based on my own findings, together with
information obtained on the forum and help from forum members, I could not have installed my
heated seats without their help, it's about time I give something back! I have checked to make
sure the details are correct, but if anything is wrong, or there is a better way of doing things,
shout up and I will update the guide! This is normally labelled on the underside of the seats.
However, an easy way to tell, is to look under both seats for a control module. If you have a
control module under both seats, you need the 'upto ' loom. If you have a control module under
only the passenger seat, you need the ' onwards' loom. The wiring is different, so ensure you
get the correct loom, and check before ordering. If your seats have electric lumbar support
there will be a round 4 way switch on the side of the drivers seat , choose the 'with seat
adjustment' option also. Only one loom is required to wire up a pair of front heated seats.
Duration This took me a full day, around 12 hours! Think this can be overcome by swapping the
wires at the heater control panel, rather than having to swap the wires on the seats. This plug
needs extending to go to the passenger seat where the control module is. You can shorten the
drivers side plug and use the wiring removed to extend the other side. You will be left with 3
extra wires to extend, for which you will need to obtain some wire to extend them. Swap the seat
looms over you will lose the use of the seat occupancy sensor unless you swap that also
Eddie-NL does it this way. By doing this you will lose the seat occupancy sensor, unless you
swap that too which involves stripping the seat down further, although the occupancy warning
can be coded out in VCDS so you dont need to worry about it. You need to take one of the
above options before installing the heated seat loom. You may wish to disconnect the battery,
although I didnt do this. Remove the plastic covers to reveal the loom connectors seated in a
plastic holder. Unplug the air bag yellow and seat occupancy black connector plugs. Undo the 2
front bolts using an M10 Spline bit. Adjust the seat fully to the front and undo the 2 rear bolts.
Do this for each seat, and remove both from the car. Place both seats out of the way, I placed
mine on some cardboard to prevent marking them. Be carefull not to scratch your car with the
seat rails while removing the seats, especially the steering wheel as it kinda gets in the way!
Using trim removal tools, prise off the fuse box cover on the end of the drivers side dash board.
Remove 2 torx screws from behind the cubby hole. Remove the head light switch: From the off
position, push in on the switch and turn the swith to the right while pulling back to withdraw the
switch unit. Remove phillips screw behind head light switch. Pull trim from top of steering

wheel cowel to reveal 2 torx screws below instrument cluster. Remove torx screw from right
hand side. Remove plastic cover panel above pedals. Once the panel is lowered, you will need
to remove the courtesy light connector and the diagnostic port connector press on 3 tabs with
flat screw driver. Withdraw plastic cover panel. You should now be able to prise off the lower
dash panel that holds the head light switch. Starting from near the fuse box, prise the panel out
and withdraw from the car, working towards the steering wheel. At the top and bottom of the
fuse box there are 2 torx screws. Remove these to loosen the fuse box, to give you better
access to the rear of the fuse box. Around the side of the fuse box are little tabs that need to be
lifted in order to prise the plastic cover off the rear of the fuse box, exposing the wiring and fuse
circuits. Next, lift up the drivers sill cover working for the end nearest the fue box, it will unclip,
revealing the carpet underneath. Now to remove the trim around the bonnet release lever. First,
unscrew the plastic retaining screw using a flat bladed screw driver to un screw it. Then remove
the bonnet release lever. Do this by pulling the lever as if to open the bonnet. On the top side of
the leave you will see a plastic tab that is a C shapped retaining clip. Prise that out, the bonnet
lever can then be removed. Undo the plastic screw from behind the lever. You can then remove
the plastic panel, revealing the wiring running upto the fuse box. Heater control panel on dash
Remove the trim as if you were going to remove the head unit to reveal the heater control panel.
The control panel is held is with 4 torx screws wich you can now remove. Withdraw the panel to
reveal 3 connector plugs on the back. Take note of which connector goes where, they are colour
coded to help. Prise back the red tab on each connector. Press the locking tab to release each
connector and remove the panel from the car. You will also need to remove the side panels from
the centre console. This is where the cable will be routed both over to the passenger seat and
upto the heater panel. Remove pastic oval cover using trim tool. Remove torx screw behind
cover. Pull down on pastic panel to unclip from position and withdraw from the car. See the
tables below. If 4 and 7 are already in use - - Ignition live for heated seats Black double crimp
fuse box,?? Drivers Seat Starting on the drivers side near the base of the A pillar, lift of the
carpet. Feed the loom under the carpet with the plug going to to the drivers seat area. You're
aiming to get the female plug from the kufatec loom into position in the plastic holder. Run the
wires along the base of the sill. You will see the route the factory loom takes upto the fuse box,
try and follow this route. There should be 2 or 3 wires to the fuse box. One remaining wire
should be routed upto the CECM just above the fuse box. Heater control panel on dash Another
batch of 3 wires now needs to be run upto the climate control panel. To make this easier, I kep
the wires together by taping them with insulation tape. Feed the wires under the carper, across
the drivers side, to the base of the centre console. Then run right, along the centre console
towards the front of the car, until you hit the base of the main dashboard. You should now be
able to reach down the gap where the climate control panel goes, and reach up with your other
hand through the gap at the bottom. Pull the wires up, through the gap, and run along the
existing loom. Passenger Seat Finally, the connector plug to the passenger seat. Run the
connector along a similar route to the centre console, at the base of the dashboard. There is a
gap under the centre console that you should be able to get your hand in and lift the carpet.
Feed the plug through as far as you can. Go round to the passenger side and lift the car and pull
the plug through. You can then route the cable over to the passenger seat area. You're aiming
to get the female plug from the kufatec loom into position in the plastic holder on the passenger
side. That should be all wires in their approximate locations. I recommend going for a brew at
this point Once connected, you can refit the plastic cover. It only moves approx 5mm. Once this
is done you will be able to insert terminal into the required locations on the fuse box. Before
inserting the terminals, check with a multimeter that they are live. Once all terminals are in
place, slide the pink section back up to lock terminals in place and re fit the fuse box using the
screws. Replace the plastic cover on rear of fuse box. You may want to leave this off for now in
case you need to test your circuits Heater control panel on dash In order to add the new wires,
the 20 pin connector block that plugs into the rear of the heater control panel needs to be
separated. Push down on the small tab and prise out the inner connector block. Fit your new
wires into the relevant terminals. Reassemble the connector Now all wires are in place, fit the
relevant fuses into the new terminals created on the fuse box. Final step is to activate heated
seats in VCDS. Goto to module 9 - Central Electrics. The seats should heat up on the base and
at the lower part of the back rest. You can also confirm the seats are working using the
measuring blocks in VCDS. Goto module 09 - Cen. Measuring Blocks Block 10 should show
'Active' when the heated seats are turned on at the climate control panel. If you have lumbar
adjustment this should also function, using the 4 way switch on the side of the drivers seat.
Once all confirmed working, put everything back together! Thanks for reading and good luck!
Excellent work. Have to admit it's not something I want to do again in a hurry! Now have an S4
B8 Avant stage 2. Heated Seats RetroFit. Incredible writeup! Might have to use this soon! Not

sure I want too. Thank You -Given: 16 -Receive: 33 Posts: Quote from: big al on March 02, , pm.
Great Guide, I will be needing this soon. A stupid question I know but do all seats have the
heating elements in? Is it just a case of wiring them up. Quote from: micaerin on March 07, , pm.
Quote from: Eddie-NL on March 07, , pm. SMF 2. He was 40 years old when he first opened the
company's first plant for the Bagley Street, Detroit. Later on June 16, , he registered his
company. Ford Motor Company has developed and labeled their models in chronological and
alphabetical order, starting with the Model A, then K and later S, which was the last right-hand
drive car Ford. Galamb and Eugene Farkas. This model has been the most common car Ford,
which has enabled the company to become one of the most influential brands in the automotive
history. The Model T was reliable, practical, and affordable, and Ford made a hit in the US,
where it was advertised as a mid-range car. Due to the success of the car, Ford was forced to
expand their business and built the production line first in the world in for the assembly of cars.
By , production figures only T models have reached almost , units. Preferring to renew their own
company, Ford has invested all of its assets in Soon, the company has released a number of
new models like the Ford brand, and the rest under its sub-brands such as Mercury and Lincoln
luxury division of Ford. Business in Europe also went to the benefit of the Ford , especially after
the release of Focus models in , and although the company has not yet fully recovered, she was
definitely on the road to popularity. Adobe Acrobat Document Ford Aerostar Owner's Manual.
Adobe Acrobat Document 1. Ford Aspire Owner's Manual. Ford Bronco Owner's Manual. Adobe
Acrobat Document 3. Ford Crown Victoria Owner's Manual. Ford E Owner's Manual. Adobe
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Owner's Manual. Ford F Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 6. Ford Transit Owner's
Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 5. Ford 1. Ford EcoSport Manual. Ford 2. Ford Fiesta Service
Repair Manual. Ford Focus Owner Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 7. Ford Figo Owner's
Manual. Ford Carburetors Ford Granada Taunus v6 engine manual. Ford Ranger Owners
Manual. Ford Mustang Owners manual. Ford Mustangowners-manual. Ford RS Owners Manual.
Ford Mondeo Service and Repair Manual. Ford Taurus Owners Guide. Ford Sierra Service
Repair Manual. Ford Car Wiring Diagram. Ford Sierra Wiring Diagram. Ford Granada Wiring
Diagrams. History of Ford Cars. At that time they were so common that their total number
clearly exceeded the number of traveling mercedes and volkswagen. It reveals the parts of the
circuit as streamlined shapes and the power and also signal links between the gadgets. Ford
wiring diagram pdf. Some ford bus manuals wiring diagrams pdf are above thepage. In them
minibuses ford transit almost always participate. Free download workshop manuals wiring
diagrams owners and service manuals for ford cars. Some ford car service manuals pdf wiring
diagrams are above the page. Variety of ford ranger wiring diagram pdf. Ford vehicles diagrams
schematics and service manuals download for free. The reason for this popularity was the
unique ability of the. Title file size download link ford escort electrical schematics wiring
diagramspdf 86mb download ford escort wiring diagrampdf 2mb download ford escort ewd
wiring diagramsjpg 13mb download ford f electrical read more. Henry ford founded the
company in having on hand of from twelve investors among whom were john and horace dodge
who later founded the dodge brothers motor vehicle company. In the movies of the 80s
especially in action movies very often you can see the chase. Ford focus wiring diagramsjpg.
The sequence of disassembly and repair procedures is shown in the photos with detailed
comments. It reveals the components of the circuit as streamlined forms as well as the power
and also signal links in between the gadgets. Ford focus ii manualy servisni anglicky mb focus
st c wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined standard pictorial representation of an
electric circuit. Collection of ford explorer wiring diagram pdf. The management will be able to.
He was 40 years old when he first opened the companys first plant for the bagley street detroit.
Ford wiring diagrams electrical schematics circuit diagrams free download. Ford focus repair
manuals all major problems their possible causes and remedies are described in detail. Focus
Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram. Ford Trucks Wiring Diagram. Ford Fiesta Wiring Diagram. Ford
Focus Wiring Diagram. Automotive Wiring Diagrams Wiring. Ford Focus C Wiring Diagrams.
Flathead Electrical Wiring Diagrams. Post a Comment Note: Only a member of this blog may
post a comment. Ford focus wiring diagrams pdfpdf. Share this post. Post a Comment. Newer
Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan
Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. I've figured out how to wire them in
from various diagrams but I'm stuck as to where to take power from. The guide I used said to
take power from pin 14 on plug c in the fuse box. I think this refers to the prefacelift fusebox and
not my facelift Zetec. I do have a relay in mine which is F5 20amp replay but from, what I can
gather the pre facelift seats don't need a relay. Its probably not enabled in the PCM to be
honest. You would need to look at the modified elm cable and trick to see if it offers the heated
seats option. Only issue I had was that the gears had stripped from the seat motors that control

the height of the base. I removed the one from my standard interior and fitted it to the leather
seat and it works a treat. Just need another one to mod for the angle adjust for the base. I'm not
paying a fortune for brass gears. No photos I'm afraid. If I get chance I'll put a guide together as
it's not difficult to log and photo the nessesary areas. My biggest issue with the wiring was
finding a suitable earth. In the end I used the earth for the cigar lighter. If I end up using it for
anything bigger I'll put a whole new circuit in. I didn't change the door cards though as it seems
the prefacelift door cards are a bit plasticy and that was in a Ghia X. The ones in mine are a
slightly padded leather feel. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in
now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as
a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new
topic. Recommended Posts. Wappygixer 11 Posted December 6, Posted December 6, I've just
fitted heated leather seats into my car. My car is a facelift version but the seats have come from
a pre face lift. I've got everything working other than the heated pads. I also want to make sure
they only work when the ignition is on. I can tackle most things but I'm not so hot on auto
electrics Any help would be much appreciated. Link to post Share on other sites. Posted
December 11, Wappygixer 11 Posted December 11, Finished all off today. Very easy to do once I
found all the right connections. All working and nothing needed to be enabled in the PCM.
FatHead Like Loading Wappygixer 11 Posted December 12, Posted December 12, Wow that
truely was a bargain! Posted March 13, Join the conversation You can post now and register
later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up.
Insurance Sell your Ford Support. By Mondeo , June 8, in Technical Knowledge. I have them
fitted and bridged the power from drivers to passenger and both 8 ways work well. Where I'm
stuck is The heated cooled side. I will have both seat plugs with plenty of cable coming from
themt of the car the seats came from. Ive seen the various wiring diagrams although most point
to the mk3. I wondered if anyone has done this on the mk4 and can provide an easy to follow
guide and a wiring diagram for the mk4. One question is the heated switch loom has various
plugs on it,i only know where one goes and that is in the switch. Is there a feed from the rear
fusbox in the centre console somewhere to plug that into or is it a matter of running fresh feeds
in? I'm really hoping theres a hidden loom somewhere to save that work. Left hand side of
gearstick under the centre trim will be a grey multiplug and a green one if memory serves me
correct. Discard the rest of the loom as this will be the handbrake and rear 12v aux etc. Also
need to purchase the heated seat module and loom required if you want oem fittings. You can
post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account.
Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor.
Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts.
Mondeo 0 Posted June 8, Posted June 8, Sorry my first post is asking for help but HI. I need
some help with retro fitting heated cooled seats into a Zetec. Really appreciated!! Link to post
Share on other sites. Stewby 2 Posted September 21, Posted September 21, Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Insurance Sell your Ford Support. Ad
vertisements. In this article, we consider the third-generation Ford Mondeo Mk4 after a facelift,
produced from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Ford Mondeo , , , and , get information
about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each
fuse fuse layout. Cigar lighter power outlet fuses in the Ford Mondeo are the fuse F7 Cigar
lighter in the Instrument panel fuse box, and fuse FA6 Auxiliary power socket in the Rear fuse
box. It is located below the glove box. To access: Loosen the screws, turn the knob through 90
degrees and release the fusebox from the retaining bracket, lower the fusebox and pull it
towards you. Wagon : Release the catches and remove the cover on the left side of the luggage
compartment. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow?
Types of automotive fuses. Ford Mondeo Mk5; Table of Contents. Passenger compartment fuse
box. Engine compartment fuse box. Luggage compartment fuse box. Learn more: How to check
the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Fuse box
diagram fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses Ford Mondeo Mk4 , , , , , , , If electrical
parts in your vehicle are not working, the system may have been overloaded and blown a fuse
or tripped a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair any electrical parts, check the
appropriate fuses or circuit breakers. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside the
fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. The rear fuse block is located behind the
cover on the left-hand side of the luggage compartment. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to

function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Always disconnect the battery before
servicing high current fuses. Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage
rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could
start a fire. Never replace a broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. Use always an
intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows again contact a qualified service center. The engine
compartment The passenger compartment The luggage compartment. Pinch the retaining clips
to release the cover. Remove the cover. Turn the knob through 90 degrees and release the fuse
box from the retaining bracket. Lower the fuse box cover and pull it towards you. Install in the
reverse order. Remove the relevant fuse box cover. Wagon Release the catches. Main Page.
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This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website.
Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser
as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use
third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Engine
cooling fan 1. Powertrain control module, Fuel metering unit, MAF sensor, fuel rail pressure
control valve engine management. MAF sensor, variable exhaust timing valve, active grille
shutter, cannister purge valve, turbo control valve, waste gate valve engine management.

